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Abstract
Software diversification is one of the most effective ways
to defeat memory corruption based attacks. Traditional software diversification such as code randomization techniques
diversifies program memory layout and makes it difficult for
attackers to pinpoint the precise location of a target vulnerability. Some recent work in the architecture community use
diverse ISA configurations to defeat code injection or code
reuse attacks, showing that dynamically switching the ISA on
which a program executes is a promising direction for future
security systems. However, most of these work either remain
in a simulation stage or require extra efforts to write program.
In this paper, we propose HeterSec, a framework to secure
applications utilizing a heterogeneous ISA setup composed
of real world machines. HeterSec runs on top of commodity
x86_64 and ARM64 machines and gives the process the illusion that it runs on a multi-ISA chip multiprocessor (CMP)
machine. With HeterSec, a process can dynamically select its
underlying ISA environment. Therefore, a protected process
would be capable of hiding the instruction set on which it executed or detecting abnormal program behavior by comparing
execution results step-by-step from multiple ISA-diversified
instances. To demonstrate the effectiveness of such a software framework, we implemented HeterSec on Linux and
showcased its deployability by running it on a pair of x86_64
and ARM64 servers, connected over InfiniBand. We then
conducted two case studies with HeterSec. In the first case,
we implemented a multi-ISA moving target defense (MTD)
system, which introduces uncertainty at the instruction set
level. In the second case, we implemented a multi-ISA-based
multi-version execution (MVX) system. The evaluation results show that HeterSec brings security benefits through ISA
diversification with a reasonable performance overhead.
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Introduction

Software diversification has proven to be a very effective
way to defeat software memory corruption attacks [42]. By
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diversifying the target application memory layout, these diversification techniques are capable of randomizing vulnerable
code locations [3, 8, 35, 36, 40, 63, 78, 81], detecting abnormal
program behaviors (i.e. attacks) [15, 38, 51, 57, 58, 72, 73, 83],
or hiding the secret data [39, 41]. The uncertainty brought
about by a diversified program effectively raises the bar for
launching a successful attack.
The “end of Moore’s Law” [21, 25] has forced chip vendors to advance performance and energy efficiency boundaries elsewhere, in particular by designing radically different
hardware: multicore and manycore chips [11, 56, 61]; CPUs
with heterogeneous micro-architectural properties [34, 53],
partially overlapping ISAs [32], and various forms of accelerators and programmable hardware [22] that exploit heterogeneity. CPUs with heterogeneous-ISA cores – studied by the
academic research community [4, 44, 52, 69, 71] – are another
point in the architectural design space that are now available
as commodity hardware – e.g., Intel Skylake processor with inpackage FPGA [28,29] enables synthesizing RISC-V and x86
soft cores; AMD’s new generation x86 processor integrates
ARM cores; commodity smart NICs integrate ARM [24, 49],
MIPS64 [64], or Tile cores [48].
Recently, some research efforts explored using multiple,
heterogeneous-ISA CPUs to secure the application execution. For example, architecture researchers have proposed
systems that implement heterogeneous ISAs over one single chip to achieve inter-ISA program state randomization
with higher entropy [70, 71, 76]. Another recent work leverages the distributed, heterogeneous-ISA machines to detect
program vulnerability exploits [73]. Specifically, it simultaneously runs multiple instances of the same application on
heterogeneous-ISA machines to detect execution divergence
caused by eventual security attacks (a.k.a., multi-variant execution [15]). However, programming on such a distributed,
multi-ISA environment is not easy, as it requires tremendous
efforts to synchronize program states over differential OS
kernels and instruction sets.
In this paper, we make the first step towards applying
software-based diversification concepts to a real multi-ISA en-
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vironment, aiming to secure software execution with ISA heterogeneity. An ISA-diversified program can have additional
randomness in its code and data memory layout, register usage, instruction orders, and micro-architecture behaviors. Furthermore, the diversified program variants could potentially
leverage some architecture-dependent security extensions,
making it even harder for attackers to bypass a single layer
of protection. To achieve this goal, we propose HeterSec, a
software framework that facilitates securing applications with
multiple ISAs. Unlike existing simulation-based approaches,
HeterSec bridges real heterogeneous-ISA machines. HeterSec works at the operating system and process runtime level,
giving processes an illusion of running on a CMP machine
while possessing the ability to dynamically select the underlying instruction set or cross check program state between two
ISA-diversified program instances.
To demonstrate its effectiveness, we have built two security
applications on top of HeterSec. The first security application enables the target program to randomly execute between
machines with different ISAs, implementing a moving target
defense (MTD) system [31]. The second security application
implements a multi-variant execution (MVX) system [15, 38].
A traditional MVX system runs multiple variants of an application with non-overlapping address space [15, 83]. On
detecting abnormal runtime behaviors from the variants (e.g.,
unmatched system call return values, segfault), a MVX monitor could deduce there is likely an ongoing exploit. Variants
generated from the ISA heterogeneity can automatically obtain an additional level of diversity, making attackers even
harder to successfully launch an attack. Overall, we explored
the research space in securing software execution with diversified instruction sets. To that aim, we made the following
contributions:
• We built a software framework that can manage the process execution over coupled multi-ISA machine nodes
for security purposes.
• We implemented two security applications on top of
such a framework, namely multi-ISA based MTD and
multi-ISA based MVX. The multi-ISA MTD randomly
changes the execution ISA, hiding the precise target hardware features from attackers. The multi-ISA MVX uses
ISA diversity as an additional dimension to differentiate
program instances so that it is even harder for attackers
to bypass the violation check.
• We demonstrated the potential of such multi-ISA based
security systems with real-world evaluation; the results
show that the additional layer of ISA diversity increases
the cost for attackers, adding about 15% overhead for
Nginx and Redis server applications in real-world scenarios.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides some background information of multi-ISA systems.

We then describe the design, implementation and case studies of HeterSec in Section 3. The evaluation is presented in
Section 4. Afterwards, we summarize the related works in
Section 5 and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2

Background and Threat Model

In this section, we briefly introduce the background on moving target defense and multi-variant execution; next we describe our motivation by summarizing recent multi-ISA systems and the security implications; we then proceed to define
the threat model at the end of this section.

2.1

MTD and MVX

Moving Target Defense (MTD) Most information systems
are built on relatively static platforms. Many defense techniques also involve static integrity checks and introspection.
The static nature of such defense mechanisms gives attackers
the time to thoroughly study the target system and launch
the exploit [31]. The goal of MTD is to break the static nature of the target systems, with deviation of existing defense
mechanisms and adaptations over time. MTD is an abstract
concept, leaving options open with regards to how it is implemented. Thus realization of its design philosophy can be
demonstrated in many ways. For example, dynamic systems
or network configuration [30, 31], dynamic application code
and data [13, 81], etc. In this paper, we demonstrate the security benefit and performance cost of running processes with
dynamic execution on multiple ISAs using HeterSec.
Multi-Variant eXecution (MVX) Another interesting way
to secure applications with multiple ISAs is through multivariant execution systems [15]. MVX is a software security technique that runs multiple functionally equivalent programs (variants) with differing memory layouts. Some examples of such memory layout differences and deltas include
non-overlapping memory maps [38, 57, 83], reverse stack
growth [58], etc. By executing the diversified variants with
the same inputs, the MVX engine is capable of detecting
when an attack happens if one of the variants fails. That being said, existing MVX techniques might not be met with
as much success when attempting to detect attacks based on
relative addresses [23, 27, 73] or architecture level vulnerabilities [37, 46, 82]. With HeterSec, we built a prototype to use
multiple ISAs as the source of variation between variants and
prove a multi-ISA MVX system is still capable of obtaining
reasonable performance despite the overheads involved.

2.2

Multi-ISA Systems and Security

Heterogeneous CPUs have been widely adopted in both
data centers and end devices. On mobile platforms, ARM
big.LITTLE technology uses two types of processor to
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Figure 1: Comparison of multi-ISA security systems: (a) HIPStR with simulated multi-ISA chip [70, 71]; (b) HeterSec; (c)
DMON on completely decoupled machines [73].

achieve a dynamic balance between maximum power efficiency and maximum compute performance [1]. On data
center servers, heterogeneous ISA processors are being used
in different scenarios. For example, GPUs and TPUs are often equipped to accelerate machine learning workloads [33].
ARM based PCIe-pluggable SmartNIC cards are used to offload network applications for improved throughput and security [67, 68]. In academia, there have been several works exploring the benefit and cost of building single-chip multi-ISA
systems [20,70,71]. DeVuyst et al. [20] first demonstrated the
possibility of building a multi-ISA chip on a simulator, showing the ability to migrate processes between different ISAs.
Venkat et al. [71] further expanded on the idea by proposing
that applications running on multiple ISA could have benefits
in reducing power consumption and accelerating computation
speed, which they called ISA affinity. Their findings proved
that an application can have lower power consumption (or
better performance) by being split into code phases. Based
on the ISA affinity of each code phase, the application code
can be selectively executed across a heterogeneous ISA chip.
In terms of security, HIPStR explores using multiple ISAs to
increase code entropy, which makes return oriented programming (ROP) attacks difficult to launch [70]. The difference
between these works and our system is that they are all built
on top of CPU simulators (gem5 [9] and QEMU [55] as shown
in Figure 1 (a)). The simulation-based approach makes it hard
for security researchers to investigate the security benefits of
using a multi-ISA architecture.
A recent concurrent work, DMON [73], uses distributed
heterogeneous-ISA machines to generate and host program
variants (a distributed version of N-Variant Execution [15]).
The variants run on completely separate machine nodes
and each variant communicates with the counterpart variant
through a lightweight UDP-based network protocol (Figure
1 (c)). Although lightweight network protocols can provide
low latency communication cost to exchange data between
distributed nodes, the use of ptrace interface to intercept
system calls brings extra context switches. For example, running Lighttpd web server on DMON will have 5.43x performance overhead [73]. Furthermore, DMON does not provide

generally sufficient abstraction to secure applications with
multi-ISA machines. Therefore, it may provide less extensibility for developing multi-ISA based security applications
which require timely execution of ISA switches. HeterSec
instead focuses on building a generic framework to secure
applications with the multi-ISA architecture. To this end, HeterSec adopts a hybrid approach – it runs on top of the real
ISA-heterogeneous hardware; but the protected process has a
unified view of system resources as if it runs on a multi-ISA
CMP platform (Figure 1 (b)).

3
3.1

Design and Implementation
System overview

HeterSec aims to secure process execution by utilizing ISA
heterogeneity to, for example, randomize the process execution environment over heterogeneous machines. To achieve
this, HeterSec provides a per-process HeterSec execution environment. Specifically, it allows the protected process to be
executed on machines running with different ISAs as if it
were running on a single machine.
Figure 2 shows an overview of HeterSec with its new components added to an existing computer system stack. The
components introduced by HeterSec include both the kernel
and the user-space runtime as shown in blue. Figure 2 also illustrates two security application scenarios on top of HeterSec.
In the first scenario, HeterSec switches the underlying ISA out
from under the protected application, increasing the entropy
of possible program states by masking the ISA switch and preventing attackers from divining underlying hardware details.
In the second scenario, HeterSec launches multiple variants
of the program, monitors the variants’ execution states (e.g.,
return values of system calls, or segfault), and raises an alert
on any execution divergence caused by a potential attack. The
HeterSec kernel provides additional functionality to control
the target process at runtime, such as the process interception,
per process shared memory and fast inter-kernel messaging.
For example, the HeterSec distributed operating system kernel maintains a synchronized page table for each protected
process. The page tables are synchronized during each ISA
switch, giving the HeterSec process a unique view of the
memory. Secure application scenarios can be implemented
as loadable kernel modules that interact with the target process execution. Since HeterSec only intercepts and interacts
with the target process, it introduces nearly zero performance
overhead to other processes running on HeterSec 1 .
HeterSec has a concept of master OS. The master OS is the
OS where the HeterSec process is initialized and launched.
Correspondingly, the OS that works as the counterpart to the
master OS is called the follower OS. The master HeterSec OS
exports the view of system resources to the HeterSec process
1 Except for a few in-kernel checks to verify the process status, HeterSec
kernel does not bring extra code paths for non-HeterSec processes.
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Figure 2: The architecture overview of HeterSec with two security application scenarios. The components in blue indicate
modifications over existing software stack.
running on follower OS. Such system resources are often
unique for each process, for example, open file descriptors,
sockets, or event poll descriptors. For consistency reasons,
HeterSec has to ensure that only one copy of such resources is
maintained across OSes, maintaining a single source of truth
for in-kernel state. When necessary, the master OS also helps
to initialize and build the virtual address space for the follower OS’ process. Virtual memory areas (VMAs) and pages
are synchronized between the two OSes. All the inter-OS
communication requests are registered with an inter-kernel
messaging API so that messages can be less expensive as they
avoid going through the complicated network stack. All the
software components mentioned above are running on multiISA machines, connected over InfiniBand. In the following
section, we describe the details of each component.

3.2

HeterSec distributed kernel

The HeterSec distributed kernel can be considered as a special
implementation of multikernel systems [7]. Instead of running
on a multi-core NUMA machine, HeterSec runs on a heterogeneous ISA multi-domain “machine”, with each computing
domain connected with a high-speed network connection. By
using this approach we could avoid to use simulation or dynamic code translation, so that code can be executed at nearly
native speed. However, there are two problems with such a
heterogeneous ISA multi-domain “machine”: first, there is
no memory coherence guaranteed between multi-ISA nodes,
which raises programmability issues if we intend to leverage
the heterogeneous ISA, multi-domain capabilities to implement security applications. Second, it is hard to manage the
distributed resources (e.g., opened descriptors, network connections) on top of the heterogeneous instruction sets.
To solve those issues, HeterSec does not maintain global
state for all OSes, but instead chooses only to maintain some
HeterSec process specific states, synchronizing them on de-

mand. To be compatible with existing software stacks, the
HeterSec distributed operating system is designed as several kernel extensions and is built based on the Linux kernel.
There are three major components that facilitate HeterSec
processes running on heterogeneous ISA machines: the perprocess page table synchronization, secure applications, and
the system resource sharing service.
The first component is a per-process page table synchronization handler. HeterSec provides a synchronized page table for each HeterSec process. The state is then synchronized
across the x86_64 and ARM64 machines on demand. Before the process is started as a HeterSec protected process,
the secure application (a kernel module) has to be loaded
and subsequently pass the defined security policy to the process runtime. Such security policies include how frequently
to switch the instruction sets, which system calls are used
to synchronize and check the program states in the multivariant execution. The runtime then executes the protected
process accordingly - for example, randomly running processes across multi-ISA nodes or concurrently executing variants with cross-ISA lockstep state checking. In short, based
on the secure application scenario, the HeterSec kernels maintain the synchronized memory views across the multi-ISA
nodes. In the current design, HeterSec leverages a dedicated
kernel thread to synchronize the pages in the background. It
maintains a simple read-duplicate write-invalidate protocol
for the shared memory pages [80].
Another essential component for HeterSec is the system
resource sharing service. HeterSec maintains a single view of
the system resource from the HeterSec process perspective.
That means for each HeterSec process, there should be only
one set of the network sockets, opened file descriptors, etc. Unfortunately, system resources such as file descriptors, sockets
and event descriptors, are difficult to be shared across machine
boundaries due to the difficulty in splitting the in-kernel state.
One potential solution could be using a Network File System
(NFS) to share and synchronize the file systems across the
OSes. However, this will introduce potential issues for those
pseudo-files located in /dev/tty, or /proc. Architecture dependent shared libraries also use different instruction formats
and EFL binary contents. Naively synchronizing those files
will cause runtime errors and crashes in these programs. To
address this problem, HeterSec combines an implementation
of system resource remote procedure call (RPC) and a virtual
descriptor table (VDT).
Before starting the process, the secure target application
can be specified with a white list of files that should be loaded
locally. By default, we put the standard output (i.e., stdout
and stderr), the shared libraries and configuration files in
the white list. During the protected process’s runtime, the
follower OS will build up a VDT. For each table entry, it
indicates whether a descriptor should be accessed locally or
remotely on the master node. For instance, we do not want to
create two sockets for a single connection request on HeterSec

MVX. Therefore, the HeterSec kernel running on follower OS
have to simulate the socket creation by placing a fake socket
descriptor in the virtual descriptor table and mark that entry
as virtual (V). On the contrary, descriptors of the opened
library files and a stdout are marked as real (R) as they
should be accessed locally. For system resource requests that
have to be handled on the master OS, a system call RPC
mechanism is provided. A system call server on the master
OS handles the remote system call request, sets up the buffer
value on the virtually shared pages, and returns the result to
the caller on the follower node. The virtually shared pages
are synchronized between nodes by the HeterSec kernel, as
mentioned above.
We also support some termination signals (e.g., SIGINT)
on the master node. On receiving a termination signal during the remote system call context, the master side HeterSec kernel replies a negative system call return value (i.e.,
-ERESTARTSYS) back to the follower kernel. The follower kernel then stops the HeterSec processes on the follower node.
When the termination signal comes within the master kernel
context, the master forwards the signal to the follower. Correspondingly, the follower terminates the execution loop. The
master then stops itself by calling do_exit().

3.3

Handling the cross-ISA code execution

Executing code on the multi-ISA “machine” as if on a single
machine is challenging, since it requires several architecturedependent code generation and state exchanges. HeterSec requires the architecture-dependent binaries generated from the
same source code (e.g., same application source code and library code). This can unify most of the cross-ISA code execution behaviors, such as system call sequences. The generated
binaries contains all the necessary information to run a protected process across ISA-different nodes. This information
consists of instructions and data emitted by the compiler for
each ISA. It may also carry some additional information such
as the program state transformation routines. The types of
information are decided by each individual security scenario.
For example, cross-ISA randomized MTD execution would
require information to transform the execution state from one
architecture to another. This is because fine-grained program
state (e.g., the variables on stack) must be synchronized accordingly as each architecture has its own specification for
stack layout and register usage (Section 3.4.1). Security applications such as multi-ISA MVX require less information in
metadata as each program instance is mostly self-contained on
a single machine. The system call parameters (i.e., userspace
buffers) and the opened descriptors are synchronized by the
distributed operating system kernels mentioned above. It simplifies the system call simulation which is commonly used in
existing MVX techniques (Section 3.4.2).
HeterSec introduces a new system call (i.e., sys_hscall)
to identify the protected process and enable it to run on multi-

ISA nodes. That system call sets up a bit in the process descriptor (task_struct in Linux); after that, the HeterSec
code path in the distributed kernels will be triggered to support
cross node process execution. For example, when defending
the protected process in the MVX mode, we can initiate that
system call to launch two process variants on both nodes. The
in-kernel MVX engine checks the system call sequences and
return values and raises an alert on any execution divergence.
More details are discussed in Section 3.4.2.

3.4

Case Studies

We have built two security application scenarios on top of
HeterSec, which can fully utilize the instruction set diversity.
3.4.1

Multi-ISA MTD

The first security application is a heterogeneous-ISA based
MTD system. Unlike most existing MTD or code randomization techniques [19, 30, 31], HeterSec randomizes the code execution path by switching ISAs at runtime. From the protected
process’s perspective, it runs on top of a dynamic hardware
environment with ISA diversity. Therefore, it would be hard
for an attacker to prepare the exploit payload, for example,
finding the correct ROP gadget chain or accurately measuring
the hardware timing for side-channel attacks. When the process execution encounters a potential ISA switching point, the
runtime will randomly decide which ISA the process will execute on in next step. Those ISA switching points are similar
to the randomization points in existing code re-randomization
works [8, 81], except existing randomization techniques update the code pointer references while HeterSec updates the
architecture related states (e.g., stack slots, register set). Although the implementation sounds straightforward, there are
some subtle issues when implementing such a system on
multi-ISA architecture.
Pointer and architecture specific structure handling is one
such case. Some system calls return with data updated to
the userspace. Linux handles block data copying between
userspace and kernel with pointers and helper functions such
as copy_to_user(). When calling a system call across
nodes, the follower OS context has to make sure any userspace
memory updates are synchronized to the local node. In our implementation, most of the userspace memory updates caused
by remote system calls will be synchronized correctly with
the help of on-demand page synchronization. However, we
noticed that Linux maintains slightly different format of some
data structures on ARM64 and x86_64. The struct stat
and struct epoll_event are two such cases. The struct
epoll_event on x86_64 Linux is enforced to have the same
alignment as that structure in 32-bit Linux (with packed attribute) in order to make 32-bit simulation easier. On the other
hand, the ARM64 kernel does not enforce such alignment.
To solve this issue, we converted the structure formats in
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Figure 3: Program flow for an example fstat system call
executed on the follower node.

musl-libc headers on the follower node to mimic the layout
of the master’s format. When the follower OS issues a system
call RPC, the master OS handles the request and updates the
memory references in its own address. The page synchronization handler forwards the change to the follower OS. Figure 3
represents the different stages a system call like fstat goes
through when called on the follower node. First, the syscall
enters the kernel on the follower and calls the RPC stub in
Step 2. This RPC stub then communicates to the syscall server
on the master node over the messaging API in Step 3. Next,
in Step 4 the syscall server calls fstat on behalf of the follower, which subsequently completes and returns to the stub
as shown in Step 5. It also copies the data to the master’s
userspace memory. This userspace data is synchronized to
the userspace of the follower through page synchronization
shown in Step 6 to maintain the illusion to the user program
that its own kernel performed the syscall operation.
Randomization and transformation library: As a working
proof of concept for the Multi-ISA MTD idea, we implemented an MTD randomization library. It makes decisions
on whether a process should execute on a particular node
based on random numbers generated from /dev/urandom.
The probability threshold is also read in from a configuration file (in root mode) at runtime. This enables us to modify
MTD switch probability without needing to recompile the application. We leverage the transformation library in Popcorn
compiler framework to transform the code execution states
between multi-ISA nodes [4].
ISA-switching point insertion, modular compilation, and
MTD region activation: When compiling these production
level applications the main goal was to make the process as
unobtrusive as possible, only generating required metadata
in relevant or vulnerable functions and files. The HeterSec
framework allows the user to compile specific source files and
generate stack transformation metadata for only those sources,

effectively enabling MTD functionality for certain parts of the
program. While this functionality only works on a file-based
granularity, one step of the compilation process includes an
LLVM pass to add in calls to the randomization library mentioned in the previous section. These calls are added to the instrumented function prologues and epilogues and can be individually activated on each architecture through configuration
files specifying the individual call-sites to activate. Once activated, whenever the program enters or exits these functions it
checks with the MTD randomization library if it should switch
ISAs, giving us granularity at a function level. We select the
source code that contains the critical path for most of the work
(e.g., the event loops), and compile them with ISA-switching
points instrumented. For example, on Nginx we selected function call paths like ngx_process_events_and_timers() in
event/ngx_event.c. For Redis, we selected similar functions in event loop path, for example processTimeEvents()
located in ae.c that calls the serverCron(). These functions are called at a frequency of server.hz which defaults
to 10 hz. By targeting where we place these checks across the
program through this modular compilation, we avoid unnecessary calls to the MTD randomization library, reducing the
overhead of the HeterSec framework.
3.4.2

Multi-ISA MVX

The second security application is a heterogeneous-ISA based
multi-variant execution system. Similar to a traditional MVX
system, the HeterSec MVX also has one leader variant and
one follower variant. The leader runs on the master OS with
full access to system resources, while the follower is only
allowed to execute computational and memory-related code.
Since there is only one valid copy of system resources (i.e.,
opened file, socket and event descriptors), the MVX engine
should have the ability to guarantee two program variants
can execute simultaneously over a single set of system resources. The HeterSec MVX engine uses system call simulation to synchronize the state across the variants. Specifically,
an MVX monitor intercepts the selected system calls from
the leader variant’s execution and forwards the system effects
(e.g., memory update) to the follower. The MVX monitor verifies the system call return values between the running variants
and also captures any memory fault to detect divergent (and
potentially malicious) behaviors.
In HeterSec, the MVX engines are located inside each distributed kernel as shown in Figure 2. At runtime, the MVX
engine on the follower OS verifies whether a system call
should be simulated or directly passed through to the local
kernel. For system calls tagged for pass-through, the follower
OS serves the HeterSec process as usual. For system calls
that access the per process descriptors, the HeterSec runtime
will verify the descriptor against the virtual descriptor table
(described in Section 3.2). Currently, sockets and event poll
descriptors are marked as virtual descriptors, meaning that

those descriptors accesses will be simulated on the follower
variant by replaying the system call effects from the master
OS. For example, the MVX engine will simulate the system
call sys_recvfrom(int sockfd, void *ubuf, ...) for
the follower variant by coping the ubuf data from the leader
variant to the ubuf address in the follower variant. Unless
specified, file descriptors by default are marked as real descriptors and they are accessed locally. Similar to the files handled
in MTD scenario, variants executed on heterogeneous-ISA
nodes have to load shared libraries in different ELF formats.
We require the user to manually copy all the necessary files
before starting the application as a MVX process. This procedure can also be made automatic by using a NFS to synchronize these files across nodes.
There are other subtle issues when implementing MVX on
multi-ISA nodes. One issue is the default libc libraries on two
nodes could potentially cause differing system call sequences.
To prevent false positives, we compile the application source
code and link the object files with the musl libc library generated from the same source. As a result, the system call
sequences are almost the same across the binaries on different
architecture, with the exception of a few thread initialization
functions such as set_tid_address(int *tidptr). In this
case, we just ignore performing comparisons on such system call executions. In addition, the system call numbers
(and some names) are different in ARM64 and x86_64 architectures and therefore cannot be directly mapped across
multi-ISA nodes. For instance, the ARM64 Linux kernel has
replaced the open system calls with openat. This is also the
case for several other system calls with "at" suffix. Consequently, we cannot forward a system call directly across machines using its number on any particular architecture. Instead,
we maintain a system call number translation table, so that
any system call (number) being sent to the counterpart node
for simulation will be translated to the corresponding system
call number first. In our current MVX engine implementation,
we do not handle multi-threaded applications. However, we
believe a deterministic multi-threading library [47] can be
used in HeterSec to solve that issue.
We implemented two types of multi-ISA MVX where the
monitor resides (1) in a separate process using ptrace to
check the application and (2) in the kernel as a Linux kernel module. The ptrace-version MVX monitor is used as
the developing mode, as it is easier to debug the monitor
code without rebooting the operating systems. Similar to
some existing MVX works, the ptrace version MVX uses
the ptrace parent process as the MVX monitor, leveraging
ptrace primitives to intercept and simulate the system calls.
It implements a shared ring buffer to pass events (e.g., the
syscall return values, or the modifications of data structures)
between nodes using a FIFO queue policy in order to maintain
sequential consistency. The kernel module version of MVX
can be used for deployment because of the better performance.
The MVX engine in the kernel intercepts the system calls by

wrapping and instrumenting the system call handlers. It also
registers the MVX engine code with the HeterSec message
layer for fast cross-node messaging. As a result of moving
the implementation inside the kernel scope, the system call
interception cost and communication latency are both lower
than the ptrace-based prototype (in Section 4.2).

3.5

Implementation

We implemented a prototype of HeterSec on a x86_64 and
ARM64 machine pair, connected using a Mellanox ConnectX4 InfiniBand network. The synchronized address space was
implemented by placing hooks in the page table handler in the
kernel virtual memory subsystem (e.g., hooking the vma and
pte operations [17]). When the protected process is executed
on the follower OS, the follower OS kernel handles the page
fault by fetching pages from the master OS. The master OS
kernel maintains a vma server and page server which work
together to serve the missing pages for the follower OS and
invalidate dirty pages (those replicated pages being written).
Thus any updates on HeterSec protected process space are
synchronized across machine boundaries. HeterSec uses a
fast in-kernel message handling layer to send messages across
nodes. Since it directly involves the kernel network drivers
(e.g., RDMA over Gigabit Infiniband), the cost of switching
between user-space and kernel-space is eliminated. Sending
messages back and forth are relatively cheap between nodes.
For example, the round-trip latency averages 17µs on RDMA
in our micro-benchmark test, as described in Section 4.2.
We also implemented the system call RPC server to communicate over a fast message handling layer which similarly rides
on RDMA over Infiniband. Similar to cross-node page and
VMA handling, the master OS kernel registers a system call
server in the message handling layer. The first time a process
issues the sys_hscall system call (either an MTD or MVX),
both master and follower kernels will mark that process as
a HeterSec process (we introduce a flag in task_struct).
For system calls that manipulate cross-node state (e.g., file,
socket and event poll), the follower OS kernel verifies the file
descriptor against the VDT to decide whether to invoke the
remote system call handler in the master OS or execute them
locally. Note that the follower kernel will only check system
calls of HeterSec processes, any other processes will be free
from this inspection.
To enable cross-ISA program state transformation, we
leverage the open source Popcorn compiler [4–6] to embed all
the ISA related metadata into the executable. Such information includes the ISA specific instructions, the state relocation
mapping, as well as the ISA-switching points. The state relocation mapping is used at each ISA-switch point, with which
a translation library transfers the currently running process
state (e.g., register states, stack slots, etc.) from one ISA to
another. The compiler was built on LLVM, and all the ISA
specific code instrumentation was implemented as several

middle-end and backend passes. When compile applications
into ISA-specific binaries, we use the same LLVM IR to generate the assembly code for each architecture. Therefore, the
stack variables in different architecture can be mapped based
on the same origin in IR.

4

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the HeterSec prototype as well as
its two applications in terms of the security benefits and the
performance overhead. All the experiments were evaluated
on an x86_64 and ARM64 machine pair. The x86_64 server
contains an Intel Xeon E5-2620v4 CPU with the clock speed
of 2.1GHz. The ARM64 server contains a Cavium ThunderX
CPU (ARMv8.1) with clock speed of 2.0GHz. The two machines are equipped with 32GB and 128GB of DRAM respectively, and they are connected using Mellanox ConnectX-4
InfiniBand with a bandwidth of up to 56 Gbps.

4.1

Security Analysis

Similar to existing diversification-based defense systems, HeterSec also leverages randomized and unknown target process
address information (a.k.a ASLR) for the baseline security.
However, heterogeneous-ISA based approaches could bring
an additional layer of ISA diversity for the process, making it
harder for attackers to generate payloads that fit both architectures. Similar to most of the existing diversification systems,
we assume the attackers have remote access to the target
process with a known interface (e.g., connection sockets).
However, HeterSec provides a black box of ISA diversified instances to attackers. With HeterSec, we can leverage the ISA
divergent hardware and compilation toolchain to generate program instances with differing instruction sets. The generated
application instances also possess different calling conventions, variable register usages, and differential stack layouts.
For example, ARM64 allows at most 8 general-purpose registers (x0 - x7) to be used for passing function call parameters;
while x86_64 only has at most 6 general-purpose registers
for passing parameters. In terms of the system call, ARM64
uses x8 register for system call number and x0 for system
call return value; while x86_64 uses rax for both system call
number and return value. Furthermore, most security essential
system calls have different system call numbers in the two
architectures (e.g., the system call number of execve is 59
on x86_64 and 221 on ARM64). This altogether brings extra
difficulties for attackers to launch an attack by, for example,
return oriented programming.
One observation is that stack operations behave differently
on ARMv8 and x86_64. ARMv8 stores the frame pointer
(FP) and the link register (LR) both on the lowest address
of the stack frame. Whereas x86_64 pushes the instruction
pointer (RIP) and the stack base pointer (RBP) into the highest address of the stack frame. The slight difference in control

pointer location will make it hard for most of the stack based
control flow hijacks to work on both instances. To further
prove that the ISA diversified instances will have differing
memory layouts, we wrote a tool utilizing ptrace and capstone [65] to dump the code and data pointers of a running process. We examined the potential pointers in .data, .stack,
and .heap, and found 7846 pointers in the x86_64 version
of lighttpd while there were 10385 pointers in a lighttpd web
server running on ARM64. Despite the large number of pointers found in each binary we only found 3 pointers which had
overlapping addresses between the two lighttpd processes
running on these different ISAs. In the above mentioned experiment, we only examined the pointers with their relative addresses from the base of code segment. That means in reality,
there will be almost zero chance of overlapping pointers, since
ASLR disturbs the base code addresses of those program instances [2]. In addition, we also examined some real-world exploits on HeterSec environment. One example is CVE-20132028, in which an integer overflow and a buffer overflow in
the Nginx ngx_http_read_discarded_request_body()
function are used to gain control over the execution flow
and carry out ROP attacks [10]. To trigger the vulnerability
an attacker first sends a HTTP chunked request with a large
chunked length, resulting in a negative integer to be casted to
an unsigned size_t type. Subsequently this causes a recv
call to read in a value larger than the buffer size from the
client, leading to a buffer overflow. We ran a ROP attack
script leveraging the CVE-2013-2028 buffer overflow [74]
and while it was able to execute and trigger the vulnerability on an x86_64 machine, the script failed on the ARM64
machine and caused the Nginx process to crash and restart.
The stack layouts between architectures differ therefore the
address at which the overflow gains control over the program
control flow are not the same.
Another interesting benefit of a multi-ISA security system
is that it could potentially raise the bar for micro-architecture
attacks [37, 46]. This is due to the fact multiple attack primitives have to be implemented differently on different architectures. For example, cache timing measurement and cache flush
have different implementation details. In terms of cache timing measurement, attackers could use an unprivileged rdtsc
instruction on x86_64 hardware. However, the similar performance counter is only accessible in kernel space on both
ARMv7 and ARMv8 processors. Similarly, attackers can
directly flush the cache line with clflush on x86_64, but
have to carefully construct a memory access footprint that defeats the cache replacement policy in order to flush the cache
line on ARM processors [45]. The run-time cache layout
and timing diversities increases the cost to launch such attacks. Besides the diversified instance memory layout and the
micro-architecture behaviors, multi-ISA software diversification could also allows the protected process to hybridize the
architecture specific features for increased security. For example, the protected process running on x86_64 can potentially

4.2

Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance impact on multi-ISA security
applications, we first report the costs involved in cross-node
operations such as remote system calls and ISA-switches.
Next, we evaluated HeterSec with real-world applications.
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Micro-benchmark To get a breakdown of these costs, we
implemented a simple micro-benchmark to execute code remotely on the follower node, which triggers 100,000 ISAswitches. We measured the network latency on an ARM64
machine node using a x86_64 node as the follower. As shown
in Table 1, a remote system call like getpid() imposes an
additional ∼17.6 µs overhead when being called compared
with the native execution of the getpid() system call. The
primary reason for this overhead is the unavoidable communication cost brought by the dual-node architecture. The
result matches the raw network ping-pong micro-benchmark
(∼17.62 µs), in which we wrote a simple kernel module sending 100,000 short messages back and forth between the two
machines. Interestingly, this cross-node network latency is
much smaller than the network latency observed using Linux
ping command (∼112 µs). This is because the HeterSec messaging APIs are implemented in the kernel, thus it avoids the
complicated TCP/IP network stack and the user/kernel context switch cost. We also observed the ISA switching cost (∼
504.85 µs) in our micro-benchmark is higher than a remote
system call, this is mainly caused by the cross-ISA program
state transformation and the page synchronization.
Table 1: The cost (in µs) of remote system call and ISA-switch
compared to local getpid() system call on x86_64.
Operations
Latency (in µs)
getpid()
0.47 ± 0.01
remote getpid()
18.09 ± 0.36
raw network ping-pong 17.62 ± 0.33
ping latency
112 ± 15
ISA-switch
504.85 ± 4.70

Application Benchmarks We selected the nbench benchmark suite [12], two web server applications – Nginx and
Lighttpd, an in-memory database Redis server and a file compression utility GNU gzip. We used nbench to measure the
performance of HeterSec on CPU and memory intensive
workloads. Nbench is a compute, FPU and memory intensive benchmark suite containing some common computation

Figure 4: Performance of nbench with the probability of
20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% to switch to the counterpart
ISA respectively. The numbers are normalized with zero ISA
switch, execution on the x86_64 node.
workloads, such as string sorting and neural network back
propagation. We measured the performance overhead of using
multi-ISA hardware under the security scenarios mentioned in
Section 3.4 and reported the performance overhead incurred.
We first measured the performance impact of running
nbench under variable probabilities to switch to the counterpart node with different ISA (lthe MTD scenario). In the
experiment, we started the nbench program on the x86_64
node; the code will be executed randomly on each node afterwards. We measured the execution time of each test case
and normalized to zero probability of ISA-switch (all code
executed on x86_64 node). We show the normalized performance overhead numbers in y-axis of Figure 4. As expected,
the performance decreases as the probability to perform an
ISA-switch increases. This is because the ISA-switch is a relatively expensive operation; the higher chance of ISA-switches
during application execution, the more overall performance
overhead each application could have. When the first time program execution switches to the counter part node, HeterSec
kernels have to load the code and setup the kernel data structure. This explains the reason that some benchmarks lose 50%
performance even under 20% chance of ISA-switch. Overall,
execution transfer across nodes contributes mainly for the performance degradation. Since the nbench is CPU and memory
intensive, any latency incurred during the execution will have
significant impact on relative performance.
To prove the feasibility of HeterSec on real-world applications, we evaluated the performance impact of executing
Nginx and Redis in HeterSec MTD mode. Nginx and Redis
are applications which are used in various commodity systems
and best reflect the types of overheads which would be seen
when deploying HeterSec in the field. We used ApacheBench
to generate the HTTP requests to the web servers and queried
for a web page of 4 KB size for 1 million times. We first run
ApacheBench on a laptop located in the same LAN of the
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target HeterSec machine pair. The laptop and the target machine pair are connected using a 10Gbps Ethernet with about
0.4 ms latency. We also run our test with artificial network
latency of 10 ms and 40 ms respectively. The 10 ms latency
is to emulate the typical latency seen in Edge Computing
scenarios [14], while the 40 ms network latency could be seen
as the minimal network overhead between two availability
zones of the same region in the Amazon Web Services (AWS)
cloud [66]. We manually configured the randomization probability at each ISA-switching point, and ran each test case 5
times. The average value and the standard deviations are reported in Figure 5. With a local network connection, Nginx on
HeterSec performs at only about 11% throughput compared to
the baseline. This is because internally an ISA-switch brings
some additional costs of cross machine communication. Although the inter machine communication has been optimized
by using fast in-kernel message API, the time spent on inter
machine communication dominates the total request handing
time. However, if we consider a real network scenario such
as edge or cloud, HeterSec incurs a reasonable overhead. For
example, we only observe a 10%-20% performance overhead
depending on the frequency we trigger the migrations under
10 ms network latency (the edge computing scenario in Figure
5). At 100% ISA switch probability this equates to 5 switches
per request, or about 3800 ISA switches per second. When
testing on network designed to emulate the cloud (40 ms latency), the throughput of Nginx shows a very small drop in
performance even with a 100% probability to switch ISAs (the
cloud scenario in Figure 5). Note that HeterSec kernel brings
minimal performance overhead to non-HeterSec processes.
For example, the vanilla Nginx performs 22357.5 req/s on
vanilla Linux kernel, whereas it performs 22273.8 req/s on
HeterSec kernel (∼0.37% overhead).
We observed similar results when running redis-benchmark
to measure the throughput of Redis SET instructions. As
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Figure 5: Performance of Nginx (requests/s) with variable
probabilities to switch ISAs at every ISA-switching point.
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Figure 6: Performance of Redis (SET instructions/s) with
variable probabilities to switch ISAs at every ISA-switching
point.
shown in Figure 6, Redis performs about 30% throughput
when running on HeterSec compared with the native execution. However, the overhead drops to 15% and 2% when
running the benchmark over edge and cloud computing cases
respectively. We set the ISA switch points in a periodic job for
the Redis evaluation which resulted in about 20 ISA switches
per second, pegged to the server.hz value. Interestingly
enough, we saw a slight throughput improvement when we
increased the ISA-switching probability threshold from 80%
to 100%. This is likely due to the deterministic execution flow
transfer avoiding destroying the branch prediction. The results
show that although the frequent ISA-switch is expensive, it is
feasible to use for server applications in real-world scenarios.
Next, we report the performance of two heterogeneous ISA
multi-version execution prototypes. As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, the ptrace version multi-ISA MVX prototype is
used to find out all the necessary system calls for simulation,
as it is easier to debug with an userspace MVX engine. The
MVX engine running in HeterSec kernels can achieve better
performance. In our experiment, both MVX prototypes use
the ARM64 node to launch the master variant, and offload the
follower variant to the x86_64 node. The cost of MVX are
mostly from the program state synchronization in between
the two variants. For example, the master variant has to wait
the system call simulation to be finished on the follower side
in order to continue the execution (a.k.a., lock-step check).
We evaluated the two MVX prototypes with nbench, gzip
and Lighttpd web server. Gzip and Lighttpd are two I/O intensive applications. In gzip test case, we randomly generate files in different size from /dev/urandom. We also used
ApacheBench to generate workloads for Lighttpd web server.
We run all the benchmarks with both kernel-based MVX and
ptrace-based MVX prototypes. Figure 7 shows the normalized
performance evaluation results using the vanilla application
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Figure 7: Relative performance of nbench, gzip, and Lighttpd
running on the HeterSec kernel-based MVX and the ptracebased MVX.
running on the ARM64 node as the baseline. For most of the
CPU and memory-intensive workloads, kernel-based MVX
and ptrace-based MVX have similar performance overheads.
This is because most of the system calls in computationintensive applications do not need to be simulated in the MVX
engine. For I/O-intensive applications, both MVX engines
process and check on descriptor related system calls such
as read/write(v). Overall, both multi-ISA MVX engines
introduce about 10% overhead for the gzip benchmark. Since
we duplicated the files on both nodes, there is no need to
transfer data between nodes. For the web server application,
the MVX engines have to simulate a number of network I/O
related system calls, including accept4, socket, sendfile
and recvfrom, etc. In general, the HeterSec kernel-based
MVX engine pulls down the Lighttpd throughput to about
50% of its native performance. However, that performance is
still better than the ptrace-based MVX engine (∼10x) and the
MVX engine in DMON (∼5.43x) [73].

5

Related Works

The first category of related work is the various techniques for
software diversity [42]. An important assumption for a software attack is the attacker could have the information of the
target system [16, 59, 60], or at least by chance to obtain such
information by, for example, brute forcing [10,59]. It makes attacks easier if the code itself and the defense mechanisms are
static. Software diversity provides uncertainty for the target
system, which breaks the static nature of the target and thus
increases the cost of an attack. For example, one of the notable
software diversification techniques is ASLR (for most cases,
in the form of code randomization) [3, 8, 13, 26, 36, 63, 78, 81].
Previous research demonstrated the effectiveness of code randomization at program module level [63], page level [3], func-

tion level [36], basic block level [13, 78], or even instruction
level [26]. Some latest research further show the feasibility
of ASLR at runtime, making the code layout re-randomized
for a given period of time [8, 13, 81]. HeterSec extends this research line by exploring the feasibility of using heterogeneous
instruction set to diversify the program.
Multi-version execution is another concrete technique of
software diversity. Instead of randomizing a single code instance, MVX engines run multiple variants of program instances simultaneously [15, 38, 51, 57, 58, 72, 73, 83]. Those
variants are different in memory layout, so that a malicious input might trigger the vulnerable code in one variant but likely
to fail on other variants. Such memory layout differences
could be non-overlapping memory map [38, 57, 83], reverse
stack growth [58], etc. Recently, researchers also proposed
to apply MVX inside Linux kernel, to detect kernel bug exploits [83]. DMON is a very recent and concurrent work using
distributed heterogeneous-ISA machines for multi-version execution [73]. DMON shows that MVX with heterogeneous
ISA setting can achieve better effectiveness for advanced code
reuse attacks, such as the position-independent ROP [23, 73].
As we have compared in Section 2.2, DMON focuses on
a heterogeneous-ISA MVX engine only, whereas HeterSec
is proposed as a general framework. The multi-ISA MVX
engine is a showcase of the HeterSec application scenarios.
Another category of the related work includes the splitinterface systems [18, 19, 62, 75] and the multikernel OSes [4,
6, 7, 79]. The split-interface systems normally leverage two
compartments to separate and isolate program code execution or secret data access. For example, proxos [62] splits the
application execution into trusted and untrusted parts. The
trusted part of the execution is isolated in a separate private
VM, while the untrusted code can only communicate with
the trusted code through a proxy OS. Nested kernel [18] and
SecPod [75] split the OS kernels into isolated components for
enhanced kernel security. Isomeron [19] on the other hand
splits the code execution between two diversified variants. By
randomly “flip-coin” selecting the next function to be executed, Isomeron randomizes the execution path to mitigate
conventional code reuse attacks [19]. HeterSec shares the
same idea of splitting interface to secure application execution, but HeterSec further enhances the execution security by
split-executing code on two ISA-diversified nodes.
The multikernel OS treats a multi-core machine as a distributed network of independent cores. A number of systems leverage multiple OS kernels to manage the heterogeneous and multi-core machines in a divide and conquer
way [4, 6, 7, 79]. For example, Barrelfish [7] runs multiple OS
kernels on top of a multi-core machine in order to make multithread application performance scalable. Similarly, fos tackles
the scalability issues by factoring the OS into micro-kernel
components [79]. Popcorn Linux is a most similar work that
runs multikernel on heterogeneous hardware [4, 6]. Popcorn
Linux focuses on single-threaded HPC applications migra-

tion; on the other hand, HeterSec targets a not well explored
research area – the feasibility of securing an application execution with ISA diversity. Furthermore, server applications
and multi-threaded applications are supported with HeterSec.

[4] Antonio Barbalace, Robert Lyerly, Christopher Jelesnianski, Anthony Carno, Ho-Ren Chuang, Vincent Legout,
and Binoy Ravindran. Breaking the boundaries in
heterogeneous-ISA datacenters. In ACM SIGPLAN Notices, volume 52, pages 645–659. ACM, 2017.
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[5] Antonio Barbalace, Binoy Ravindran, and David Katz.
Popcorn: a replicated-kernel os based on linux. In
Proceedings of the Linux Symposium, Ottawa, Canada,
2014.

Conclusion

In this paper, we explored the missed research space of securing application execution with ISA diversity. We described
the design and implementation of HeterSec, a framework to
improve application security with ISA heterogeneity. HeterSec enables HeterSec processes to leverage the diversified
ISAs as an additional layer of dynamic defense. HeterSec
was built with several compiler and kernel extensions to facilitate processes running on heterogeneous hardware in a
security enhanced manner. The two security applications built
on HeterSec show that it is feasible to leverage the existing
heterogeneous hardware to improve application security.
The source code of HeterSec is publicly available as part of
the Popcorn Linux project at http://popcornlinux.org.
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